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This game is in the full mening of the world a colony bulider. I can not over state this fact, there is only the single player
campaing to go through and most of that is you gussed it buliding up and maintaing your colony. Haveing said that this is a fun
game for all you world buliders out this and only for you, sorry to say this game is not for every buddy. In colsing, Fun but not
worth the 15$ price tage.. Worth the $0.64 I paid for it.. All Might = Best girl.. Literally crashes before it properly opens. A
straight up scam, I'm refunding asap. As a fan from the very first game back in 1995 and the ones that followed I am not
disapointed at all.
Still that great feeling, challenging without being impossible. Real challenge this time on managing your amo (most of the time
you'll switch weapons with the ones you pick on corpses, amo is in very limited supply)
Still pretty early in the game but it seems access to good weapons won't come easy.

On the minus side: the game doesn't look like much but it does consume a lot of CPU/graphic card power, was planning to play
on the laptop plugged in the big TV but it was so slow, impossible to play: had to give up and install it on the gaming computer.
Sad that the turn system stay even once all enemies are eliminated sure you can remote loot but still have to move turn by turn
within the movement limits.
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magnet magnet magnet. I can eat rocks.

10/10. I loved this game, the negative reviews are just from salty haters who dont understand rick and morty and didnt like the
last jedi, luke dies btw, these people are idiot, the graphpics and intence qultiy of nthisd gma e is oso great i had two uphgera.de
my PC tpo an 108000000000000000 I love it so much their ar alwa7s sevres opexn, and always full of players the flal
dadwmage aein thsis game is the best in any gme ive evr plsyed, becua e u like in othrn gams when yoyu fall thre feet your shins
break and blood flys evrywher, jut lik in reel life . I also like the gunz they are very very graet and i like themm bcuz they wrok
reaaly well and I als o. I am NOT sure where to begin. I bought this game in hopes that a family member and I may play it
together, that is NOT going to happen. I can not even get the game to actually start playing. The install errored, and after trying
four times the game started up but in a small 800x600 (maybe) window. the opening screen, a Typhoon jet flying at differing
camera views, will NOT stop playing. I am unsable to start an actual game and control the airplane. Also, the graphics are on par
with a Win98 game.

  If you can buy this at 80% off ~and~ you feel like trying to troublshoot the issues, give it a go. It "might" be some fun.. Over
all the game is simple, shoot the bad guys and try to live. There are from what I can tell about 5 enemies and maybe 10ish map
layouts making each level stupid easy or impossible.

Major reasons that I can’t recommend this game:
-No real advancement in your character, the enemies, or the game -- very repetitive game play
-No explanation of what items are or do. Having a description of what each wand does (hats as well IF they do anything) would
have been nice.
- Potion seller does not do anything
- Enter arena does not do anything
- There does not seem to be any end to the game or a win condition, unless you have to literally clear a ton of floors.. If so a
level counter or progress meter should be added.

. Kaos studios has some talent behind their games, however it doesn't seem to be in the way of making the actual game.

Get frontlines for a forgettable shooter you can play once, but don't expect to be very engaged. Some of the gadgets in the game
are neat, and I can see where many of the ideas for Homefront came from. Unfortunately, most of the game is boring and
cookie cutter.

Frontlines also suffers from badguys take too many bullets syndrome. It's tough to kill enemies with the limited selection of
weapons given to you.You might enjoy it once, but wait for a sale. Don't pay full price.. Great little filler of a game with nice
innovative mechanics and a just one more play compelling style of gameplay.

You'll like this if :
You like board games / card games - particularly filler type games
Like simple yet thoughtful no time pressure games
Like building things

You probably wont like this if :
You are looking for a deep dwarf fortress synergy game
Hate turn based games
Dislike random card drawing

This is a turn based strategy card game that would feel right at home on an actual game table top somewhere. A two player
game, each player has a set of cards to play in a turn which consist of spells, empty rooms, dwarf assignments and room
assignments. Build your "tower" - with a mind to physics, fire hazards, floods et al - assign the rooms a role - to gain spell
storage, mana, or more dwarves to carry out tasks and attempt to destroy the enemies arch mage room before they can do the
same to you.

Like any such card game you are open to the whims of lady luck really giving you a bad day, but by and large the game is simple
enough - and tactically varied enough - that luck shouldn't figure overwhelmingly for or against you.
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An ideal type of game on its original platform - mobiles - but also a nice filler on a desktop for those odd 10 minutes. They
should replace solitaire with this game.... Dude guys.... this game. Amazing excperience. A lot more in depth then what meets
the eye. Spent two hours on it last night.. Do not be fooled by the cuteness of this game. It proves that it packs a real challenge,
as it mixes attributes of a typical Mario platformer, with the ability get gimmick of the Kirby games. Did I mention it's a
CHALLEEEENGE?!
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